Integrated photonic devices based on Silicon Nitride (Si 3 N 4 ) waveguides allow for the exploitation of nonlinear frequency conversion, exhibit low propagation loss, and have led to advances in compact atomic clocks, supercontinuum generation, optical sensing, ultrafast ranging, coherent communication, and spectroscopy. Yet, in contrast to silicon, the amorphous nature of (Si 3 N 4 ) requires combination with other materials to achieve active tuning or modulation. Approaches so far range from thermal tuning, integration with Graphene and atomically thin semiconductors to solution based processing of piezoelectric materials.
the advantage of of high actuation linearity, no hysteresis, high power handling (breakdown field >100 V/µm), and low current leakage. Here, the tuning speed is fully explored, demonstrating sub-nanosecond switching capability, which is mainly limited by intrinsic acoustic resonances.
Broadband (250 MHz) AOMs around 4.1 and 8.7 GHz are realized by damping acoustic resonances inside the Si substrate. The simple but efficient stress-optical platform demonstrated in this work may find widespread applications in Si 3 N 4 microwave photonics 30 , such as the repetition rate stabilization and tuning of soliton microcombs via injection-locking 31 , on-chip optomechanical frequency comb generation 32 , and comb-assisted microwave photonic filters 33 .
As a well-known piezoelectric thin film, c-axis oriented polycrystalline AlN (with a piezo-electric coefficient e 33 ∼1.55 C/m 2 34 ) is utilized to form the piezoelectric actuator which will be deformed and generate stress around the Si 3 N 4 waveguide when a vertical electric field is applied. As shown in Fig. 1a , a disk-shaped actuator is placed directly on top of the Si 3 N 4 ring resonator, with the microring resonator positioned at the outer edge of the disk actuator. As we drive the actuator harmonically, vibration of the AlN disk will launch an acoustic wave vertically into the substrate (Fig. 1a) . Since the bottom surface of the substrate is smooth and flat, the acoustic wave will be reflected and subsequently bounce back and forth between the top and bottom surfaces. Working as an acoustic Fabry-Perot cavity, the counter-propagating acoustic waves will constructively interfere when the cavity length is an integer number of the acoustic wavelength, with acoustic energy trapped inside the cavity. These bulk acoustic standing waves will enhance the stress field around optical waveguides and modulate the effective index through stress-optical effect 23 .
The stack's cross-section is illustrated in higher detail in Fig. 1b . To apply the vertical electric field, an AlN film of 1 µm thickness is sandwiched between top Al (100 nm thickness) and bottom Mo (100 nm thickness) metal layers. The Si 3 N 4 waveguides are fabricated using a subtractive process 35 , having a height of 800 nm and width of 1.8 µm, and which are fully buried in SiO 2 cladding 5.4 µm thick (2.4 µm SiO 2 from the Mo layer to prevent metal absorption). The entire device sits on a 230-µm-thick Si substrate. The radius of the microring resonator is 118 µm, and is placed 3 µm within the edge of disk actuator. The final fabricated device is shown in Fig. 1c (see Methods for more fabrication details). The area around waveguide-to-microring coupling region is opened to prevent any actuation-induced perturbation of light coupling between bus waveguide and microring resonator.
Experimentally, the electromechanical reflection parameter S 11 is first measured using port 1 of a network analyzer (Fig. 2g) , which characterizes the energy conversion from electrical to mechanical vibration as a dip. As shown in Fig. 2a , a series of resonance dips is found to evenly distribute over multiple octaves in the microwave regime. A zoom-in of the spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 2d which highlights the resonance shape, linewidth (∼3 MHz), and acoustic free spectral range (FSR) of around 17.5 MHz. The narrow linewidth demonstrates high mechanical Q (∼1000) which is mainly limited by the intrinsic acoustic loss in the substrate and scattering at interfaces. It is interesting to note that the envelope of these sharp resonances varies slowly and smoothly with a period of ∼ 490 MHz. This is caused by the resonance inside the 5.4 µm SiO 2 cladding layer, which stems from acoustic wave reflections at the Si-SiO 2 interface due to an acoustic impedance mismatch. The position of SiO 2 resonance is located at the node of the envelope, whereas antiresonance is located at the anti-node. Intuitively speaking, at the anti-resonance of the SiO 2 layer, it works as an acoustic anti-reflection coating such that more acoustic energy will transmit into the Si substrate, which has larger acoustic impedance, and thus better electromechanical conversion.
When the acoustic half wavelength matches the 1 µm AlN thickness, the AlN layer reaches its fundamental resonance mode and becomes more efficient in excitation of acoustic waves around 4 -4.3 GHz. It can be seen that, by optimizing AlN and SiO 2 thicknesses, the resonances of these two cavities can be misaligned to further improve acoustic wave excitation. Additionally, the coupling between the Si substrate cavity and the SiO 2 and AlN cavities causes periodic fluctuations of the FSR and higher order dispersion, as will be discussed later.
The acousto-optic modulation of the microring resonator can be characterized by an optomechanical S 21 measurement as shown in Fig. 2g , where by biasing the input laser (∼1550 nm) at the slope of the optical resonance, its output intensity is modulated as we launch a -5 dBm RF signal from port 1 of the VNA. The intensity modulation of the optical signal is measured using a photodiode and sent back to port 2 for the S 21 measurement. Note that no optical and electrical amplifiers are employed in an effort to preserve direct electro-opto-mechanical transduction. The optomechanical S 21 measurements are performed for both the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) optical modes, as shown in Fig. 2b and c respectively. As expected, a broad range of periodic peaks is observed which correspond to each HBAR mode in S 11 . Due to the different optical mode profiles of the TE and TM modes (and thus acousto-optic mode overlaps) and optical Q factors, they respond differently, with the TE mode response strongest around 2 GHz and the TM mode responding most strongly around 4 GHz. Since the TE mode shows higher optical Q, it will enter the resolved sideband regime at frequencies far beyond its linewidth (1 -2 GHz), device under test, PD: photo-diode, VNA: vector network analyzer. h Numerical simulation of vertical stress σ z distribution for one typical acoustic resonant mode at 2.041 GHz under 1 V driving field, with a zoom-in around the optical waveguide (red box in h) shown in i. At several GHz, the acoustic wavelength is similar in scale to optical wavelength and waveguide structure.
where the modulation sidebands are suppressed when biasing at the resonance slope. The zoom-in of highlighted regions (green shaded areas) are as shown in Fig. 2e and f, illustrating clear peaks with high contrast (>20 dB) between resonance and anti-resonance. Interestingly, the same measurements are performed for devices with a different actuator lateral shape, which show similar results for S 11 and S 21 of the TE and TM modes (see Supplementary Material). This indicates that the HBAR mode distribution and optomechanical spectra are less related to the shape of the actuator, but more to the vertical stack. This relaxes the requirements on actuator shape and size, which lends itself with high design freedom and small footprint.
A numerical (COMSOL) simulation of one typical acoustic mode at 2.041 GHz is shown in Fig. 2h , and a zoom-in around the optical waveguide is in Fig. 2i . The acoustic standing wave distributes uniformly over the entire substrate, which indicates that the optical circuits can be buried deeply inside the SiO 2 cladding, free from the trade-off between actuation efficiency and absorption losses due to metal as found in traditional optical modulators. Also, an acoustic wavelength that is comparable to optical wavelength and waveguide structure at microwave frequencies is achieved with macroscopic actuators. As is evident, the simplicity of our structure presents advantages such as simple fabrication, high fabrication tolerance, high rigidity, and high power handling. Additionally, it can be seen from Fig. 2h that the acoustic mode is largely confined beneath the actuator which guarantees low electromechanical cross-talk (-60 dB) between adjacent devices (see Supplementary Material). These features may supplement conventional SAW based AOM for future microwave photonics applications with ultra-high optical Q, low cost, and dense integration.
An analytical electromechanical model is established to help us get deep understanding of the mechanical performance of the device (see Supplementary Material for details). The S 11 response is first calculated as shown in Fig. 3a , illustrating high accuracy of the model as compared to the experiment (Fig. 3b) . As mentioned above, the coupling from SiO 2 and AlN cavities not only modulates the resonances' magnitude envelope, but also the dispersion of mechanical modes (deviation from equidistant spectrum). Fig. 3c clearly shows the variation of frequency difference Frequency (GHz)
(dB) Meas. GHz, labeled as yellow dot). µ is the mode number difference relative to the mode at 3.0145 GHz.
( Also, it can be seen that the average FSR of acoustic modes decreases around the AlN resonance.
Based on these observations and the fact that the acoustic impedance of SiO 2 is smaller than Si and then AlN, we can conclude that, for two coupled acoustic cavities, the small cavity (e.g., SiO 2 ) with smaller acoustic impedance tends to decrease (increase) the effective cavity length (FSR) of the big cavity (e.g., Si) when it's on resonance compared to off resonance, and vice versa 36 . This is, to some extent, similar to coupled optical cavities by treating acoustic impedance as the effective refractive index.
The higher order dispersion is presented in Fig. 3d , which shows the frequency deviation of each resonance from the ideally even distribution with reference to mode at 3.0145 GHz and period of 17.515 MHz. Mathematically, it can be interpreted as the integral of Fig. 3c (that is, the accumulation of FSR deviation relative to 17.515 MHz) with respect to the origin at 3.0145 GHz.
The higher order dispersion also shows periodic variation caused by the coupling between the Si and SiO 2 cavities, which varies between normal and anomalous group velocity dispersion. The roll-off starting around 3.5 GHz is caused by reduced FSR due to coupling of the AlN cavity. This study of mechanical dispersion could benefit the growing field of mechanical dispersion engineering for future applications (e.g., mechanical solitons) and future devices by optimizing Si, SiO 2 , and AlN thicknesses or by choosing materials with different acoustic impedance. In this sense, further theoretical and numerical studies are necessary for a more complete understanding of the acoustic wave propagation and mechanical cavity coupling in such a platform.
Besides the resonant microwave frequency acousto-optic modulation, the proposed stressoptical platform is capable of ultra-fast tuning of optical resonances with ultra-low power con- put, getting rid of resonance induced signal distortion. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4c , where a 6 GHz square wave (gray curve) is applied using a programmable pattern generator and amplified by an optical modulator driver to V pp of 7 V. The output optical modulation (orange) shows distinguishable oscillation at the same repetition rate, which suggests that the piezoelectric actuator itself can perform ultra-fast actuation, despite the fact that broadband modulation is mostly limited by acoustic resonances. Because of the lower responsivity to higher harmonic Fourier components (e.g., 12 GHz, 24 GHz) of the input square wave, the output behaves more like a 6 GHz sinusoidal wave.
Note that, even at ultra-high f rep , the pseudo-random Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) signal also contains broad frequency components besides harmonics of f rep , which still suffer from acoustic resonances. For applications where a broad bandwidth is required, these acoustic modes should be effectively damped or even eliminated. To do this, the bottom surface of the Si substrate is first roughed by XeF 2 isotropic etching to diffract acoustic waves, and then polyurethane (PU) epoxy It's worth noting here that the optical measurement is more sensitive than its electrical counterpart due to high optical Q and its signal to noise ratio. The fast roll-off of S 21 starting around 9.5
GHz is mainly limited by the optical quality factor of the TM mode, and the actual acousto-optic interaction may potentially extend to frequencies beyond 10 GHz.
The fundamental resonance from the AlN thin film enhances the electromechanical conversion efficiency and thus optical modulation around 4.13 GHz, and thanks to its low mechanical Q, we observe broadband modulation with a 3 dB bandwidth of 250 MHz, as shown in Fig. 4f . The second harmonic resonance of AlN cavity is also found in S 21 around 8.7 GHz, here with a 260
MHz bandwidth. These broad bands of modulation can potentially be used to connect supperconducting circuits with optical interfaces for low-loss quantum information communication 27, 38 . Of note, the positions of these bands can be engineered by modifying the AlN and SiO 2 film thickness for specific applications. For future works, dedicated design and patterning of the bottom surface can be done for better suppression of acoustic resonances from Si cavity. To further increase modulation bandwidth, more effort is needed to eliminate resonances from SiO 2 and AlN layers, which can be realized by matching mechanical impedance at interfaces, such as using an acoustic anti-reflection layer 39 , or through phononic crystal band gap engineering to suppress undesired acoustic modes 40 .
In conclusion, we demonstrate for the first time the integration of HBAR resonators within a nano-photonic platform. We realize a hybrid multi-functional stress-optical platform based on bulk acoustic standing and traveling waves. In the device, acoustic resonances are effectively generated by a macroscopic AlN actuator, and are used for microwave frequency acousto-optic modulation. These acoustic modes are evenly distributed over a broad frequency range up to 6
GHz. To put this work into perspective, it is worth pointing out several key differences between our platform and conventional SAW-based AOMs 29 . Firstly, in our scheme, optical structures can be buried deep inside the cladding material, which preserves the high optical Q. Secondly, the critical size of the actuator does not need to be scaled down for exciting high frequency (sub-micron acoustic wavelength) acoustic waves, since acoustic resonances primarily rely on the dimensions of the vertical stack. This enables optical lithography, high power handling, and a small footprint (due to the overlay of mechanical and optical components). Finally, the confinement of acoustic modes vertically inside the substrate guarantees low cross-talk between adjacent devices, and thus compact integration. Altogether, these advantages serve to produce a device which is not only novel, but has potential for widespread applications across a variety of fields.
Methods
Device fabrication The Si 3 N 4 waveguides are fabricated using a subtractive process 35 . The fabrication process of AlN piezoelectric actuators is described here in detail. 100 nm Mo and 1 µm polycrystalline AlN films are sputtered on SiO 2 cladding through foundry services (OEM Group).
The AlN disk is patterned by AZ1518 photoresist, and dry etched using Cl 2 and BCl 3 in a Panasonic E620 Etcher. The dry etching of the bottom electrode (Mo) is performed using Cl 2 in the same Panasonic E620 Etcher. Finally, the top 100 nm of Al is evaporated by a PVD E-beam evaporator, and patterned using a standard lift-off process. The whole wafer is diced into individual chips by deep reactive ion etching (RIE) followed by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) of the Si substrate. This enables smooth chip facets for efficient coupling of light from lensed fiber to inverse waveguide taper at the edge. This three-mask, photolithographic-only fabrication leads to a low cost and high fabrication tolerance.
Damping bulk acoustic resonances To damp and eliminate the intrinsic bulk acoustic wave resonances, the backside surface of the Si substrate is first isotropically etched by XeF 2 in a Xactix
Xenon Difluroide E1 system, with the top surface protected by the photoresist AZ1518. The roughing will diffract acoustic waves to random directions and thus weaken constructive interference.
Next, as suggested by previous work 37 , a layer of polyurethane (PU) epoxy mixed with 3 µm nickle powder is pasted at the bottom, which can damp acoustic vibration at the boundaries and absorb acoustic energy.
Experimental setup The electromechanical S 11 reflection response is measured by port 1 of a network analyzer (Agilent E8364B), where the electrical signal is applied to the device through an RF GS probe (GGB 40A-GS-150). For the optomechanical S21 measurment, around 100 µW continuous wave (CW) light from a diode laser (Velocity Tunable Laser 6328) is edge coupled to the device using a lensed fiber via inverse taper. A -5 dBm RF electrical signal is applied from port 1 of the network analyzer to driving the piezoelectric actuator, and the light intensity modulation is detected by a 12 GHz photodiode (New Focus 1544), which is sent back to port 2 of network analyzer.
In the high repetition rate time domain modulation measurement, a 6 GHz square wave is supplied by a programmable pattern generator (Tektronix PPG1251), which is amplified by an optical modulator driver (WJ communication SA1137-2) to 7 V V pp before applying to the device.
The intensity modulation is detected by the same photodiode (New Focus 1544) and then recorded by a broad bandwidth oscilloscope (Tektronix DSA8200). 42 . As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the acoustic wave is assumed to propagate bidirectionally along the z axis due to acoustic reflection at interfaces, such that the mechanical displacement u(z, t) can be expressed as 41 :
where, ω and k = ω/v ac (v ac is acoustic velocity) are the frequency and acoustic wave number respectively, and A + and A − are amplitudes for the bidirectional propagating waves. The wave is then related to the velocities v and forces F (or stress σ) at the two surfaces at z 1 and z 2 , working as boundary conditions 41 : S is the surface area, and c is the stiffness coefficient of the material . The prefactor related with time is omitted for simplicity. After some brief algebra, the forces can be expressed as the combination of velocities as:
where Z ac (=Sρv ac , where ρ is the material density) is the acoustic impedance of the material, and d is the thickness. Interestingly, if we treat force and velocity as voltage and current, an equivalent circuit model can be built which satisfies Eq. (6-7) according to Kirchhoff's law, as shown in Fig.   5 (b). The circuit consists of three resistors with impedance as labeled in Fig. 5(b) . Since the force and velocity must be continuous at the boundary between two different layers, the circuit model makes it easy to cascade different layers by connecting their corresponding circuits.
From Eq. (6-7), two adjecent boundaries can be related using a transfer matrix M as 42 :
In this way, each layer can be represented by its characteristic transfer matrix M [ Fig. 5(c) ], and the relation between any two boundaries can be connected by multiplying the transfer matrix of each layer in between. The boundary condition at each interface can thus be determined from the very end boundaries of the entire stack structure which, for a general mechanical structure, satisfy the free boundary condition where the force is zero (F = 0), or the fixed boundary condition where the velocity (or equivalently the displacement) is zero (v = 0). After knowing the boundary conditions, the acoustic wave distribution in each layer can be determined from Eq. (2-5) by solving for A + and A − . This is known as transfer matrix method for solving one-dimensional propagation of acoustic waves in multiple layer structures, which is suitable for our vertical stack structure of HBAR mode.
After the derivation of acoustic wave propagation, we are now ready for the model of acoustic wave excitation through a piezoelectric actuator. As we apply voltage to the piezoelectric material, the electric field will generate stress inside the film, which in turn builds up extra charges at the surfaces and change the electric field accordingly. The interplay between stress and electric field can be related as 41 :
where c E is the stiffness coefficient under constant E, e is piezoelectric coefficient, is dielectric constant, ε is strain, E is electric field, and D is electric displacement. In general, the coefficients are matrices which correlate the mechanical and electric field in different directions. In our case, we consider only the terms related to the z direction.
By performing a similar procedure as before, the velocities and forces generated at the bound- aries can be calculated from the applied external voltage and current through 41 :
where C 0 (= S/d) is the intrinsic capacitance of the piezoelectric actuator, and h = e/ is a constant related with the material properties. Based on these equations, an equivalent circuit model can be established as shown in Fig. 6(a) , which is the so-called Mason model 41 . Compared with the previous circuit in Fig. 5 (b) which does not consider the piezoelectric effect, a transformer is added to the middle branch with a ratio of 1 : hC 0 , which then connects to the external power source through series and parallel capacitances C 0 . The series capacitance has a negative sign which indicates that its current will combine with the external current I and go through the parallel capacitance. This is to be consistent with Eq. (13) . The other resistors describe the acoustic wave propagation in the piezoelectric layer as before. The piezoelectric layer can be treated as a three port component as shown in Fig. 6(b) , where the mechanical ports are dependent on I-V port. In transfer matrix method, this active component introduces additional boundary conditions through the electric port. As we have the circuit model and transfer matrix of each layer, the actual device as described in the main text and shown in Fig. 7(a) can be modeled by simply connecting each adjacent layer. Fig. 7(b) shows the equivalent circuit of the whole device. Free boundary conditions at the top and bottom surfaces are employed such that the forces F 2 and F 4 are zero, which correspond to an electric short in the circuit. The impedance looking into one interface can be defined as Z = F/v. By utilizing Eq. (8), and assuming F 2 = 0 and F 4 = 0, the impedance at port 1 and 3 from the top Al electrode and bottom Si substrate can be calculated easily as:
where Z Al and Z Si are the acoustic impedance of Al and Si respectively. Similarly, by multiplying matrices of cascaded layers, the impedance at ports 2 and 1 can be calculated:
where Z ox and Z Mo are the acoustic impedance of SiO 2 and Mo respectively. From Eq. (11-13), the electrical impedance Z in (= V /I) can be obtained by 36, 41 :
where, k 2 t is the intrinsic electromechanical coupling coefficient of AlN which is 6.5%, z top (= Z top /Z AlN ) and z bot (= Z bot /Z AlN ) are the impedance from the top and bottom side of AlN which are normalized by the AlN acoustic impedance Z AlN .
Electromechanical S 11 reflection parameter By applying actual material properties as summarized in Table 1 , the electrical input impedance can be calculated, from which the S 11 response can be calculated as: (19) where Z 0 (50 Ω) is the standard normalized impedance of the network analyzer. The results are shown in Fig. 8 which demonstrates similarity between measurements and calculations from the electromechanical model. The difference in magnitude is mainly introduced by the calibration and parasitic capacitance from the probe landing during the electrical experiments. The variation of envelope caused by the coupling between Si, SiO 2 and AlN cavities is well captured by the model.
As mentioned in the main text, the node of the envelope corresponds to a SiO 2 resonance. This is because, at the SiO 2 resonance, more acoustic energy is confined in SiO 2 which is softer and has smaller acoustic impedance as compared to Si. 
Mechanical dispersion analysis
The equation is arranged in the way that SiO 2 and AlN are combined and work together as an external cavity coupled to the Si cavity. The FSR can be divided into four regions in terms of resonance and anti-resonance of SiO 2 and AlN cavities (see Table 2 and Fig. 9 ). 
From Eq. (22) we derive the relation between the three cavities as:
where
AlN . This is also true for the m − 1 mode.
Note that the mode order p and n of AlN and SiO 2 will not change for the m and m − 1 modes. By taking the frequency difference between the m and m − 1 modes, we can get the local FSR after some algebra as: (24) where ∆f 0 = v Si /(2d Si ) is the original FSR of the Si cavity. This new FSR is smaller than the original FSR since the SiO 2 and AlN extends the effective cavity length. It is interesting to note that this extension is not simply the physical length of each layer but the effective length weighted by its density relative to Si.
Following a similar procedure, the FSR at SiO 2 's anti-resonance and around AlN's resonance can be obtained. In this time, the three cavities satisfy: (27) By inserting them into Eq. (21), it becomes 36 :
Since Z AlN δ AlN is a very small term, we can ignore it and get:
We can then retrieve the relation between the three cavities as:
By taking the frequency difference between f m and f m−1 , we can find the local FSR as:
By comparing Eq. (24) and (31), it can be seen that the extra effective length due to SiO 2 and AlN is now multiplied by the square of the ratio between the acoustic impedance of Si and SiO 2 . Since SiO 2 has a smaller impedance than Si, the effective length is longer than before, and the FSR is thus smaller .
The cases where the AlN is near its anti-resonance condition k AlN d AlN = pπ + π/2 + δ AlN can be calculated in a similar manner which are summarized in Table 2 . Note the SiO 2 resonance is defined as when there is no Si, and now its resonant condition becomes k ox d ox = nπ + π/2 + δ ox due to the π/2 phase introduced from the AlN-SiO 2 interface. Similar as before, the length (FSR)
is longer (smaller) around SiO 2 's anti-resonance as compared to its resonance. By comparing cases between AlN resonance and anti-resonance regions, there is an additional factor of the ratio square between the impedance of oxide and AlN around AlN anti-resonance. Since AlN has a higher impedance than SiO 2 , the effective length (FSR) around AlN anti-resonance regions is shorter (larger) than the corresponding region around AlN resonance. Based on the effective length expressions, we can find that, for two coupled mechanical cavities, if the impedance of the small cavity is smaller (e.g., Si and SiO 2 ), the effective length (FSR) is shorter (larger) around the small cavity resonance than its anti-resonance. This is also true for the reverse case (e.g., SiO 2 and AlN),
where the small cavity has larger impedance, and the effective length (FSR) is longer (smaller)
around AlN resonance 36 .
The boundary conditions at the interfaces in each case are also summarized in Table 2 . The AlN-SiO 2 interface is free at the AlN resonance and fixed at anti-resonance. This is also true for the SiO 2 -Si interface. The four cases are numbered as 1-4 from top to bottom in Table 2 and labeled and compared with experiments as shown in Fig. 9 . Around the AlN resonance, the FSR oscillates between 1 and 2, while at AlN's anti-resonance it varies between 3 and 4, which is consistent with experiments. Finally, as a rule of thumb, since the envelope and FSR are both related with the matching of acoustic impedance, the node (anti-node) of the S 11 envelope corresponds to larger (smaller) local FSR.
Electromechanical coupling and acousto-optic overlap The model can also be used to estimate the optomechanical S 21 response which is dependent on both electromechanical coupling efficiency and acousto-optic overlap. The stress field distribution in AlN will strongly influence the effective electromechanical coupling, which can be estimated by following the method, as found in the literature 36 : where f p is the parallel resonant frequency when the denominator of Eq. (18) equals zero, and f s is the series resonant frequency when the numerator of Eq. (18) equals zero. k 2 t,ef f is thus calculated as shown in Fig. 10(a) . A maximum value of 0.15% is reached around 4.3 GHz where the AlN resonance is located. It varies with a envelope similar as the S 11 measurement.
In addition to elecromechanical conversion efficiency, the S21 also depends on acousto-optic overlap which determines the modulation of the optical resonant frequency. According to the perturbation theory, the relative change of resonant frequency can be related with the modulation of refractive index distribution as 29 :
where the perturbation of refractive index is caused by the induced stress through the stress-optical effect, and is proportional to the stress via the stress-optical coefficient. In our specific case, the stress is dominated by the vertical stress σ z . Therefore, the normalized acousto-optic overlap can be approximately estimated as 29 :
where σ z is assumed to be dependent only on z and uniform in the r direction. In this way, the distribution of σ z can be calculated from the aforementioned 1-D acoustic model. The electric field takes only the dominant component, that is E r for TE mode and E z for TM mode.
To better compare with the measured optomechanical S 21 response, the normalized product of Γ and k 2 t,ef f is plotted in Fig. 10 (b-c) for TE and TM modes. Their product can help us to explain the variation of S 21 qualitatively. For instance, when the node of a stress wave locates at the center of the waveguide, the overlap integral approaches zero due to the vertical symmetry of the optical mode. This causes notches in the S 21 response, such as the decreasing of S 21 near 2 GHz of the TE mode. The nearly periodic variation of the envelope of S 21 is due to the modulation of k 2 t,ef f . Due to the high confinement of the optical mode in the waveguide, there exhibits only a small difference of the acousto-optic overlap between the TE and TM modes. On the other hand, the difference of the measured S 21 response is mainly caused by the optical Q. Since TE mode shows nearly two times larger Q than TM mode, its response beyond 4 GHz is suppressed by entering into the resolved sideband regime. The perturbation of the local stress field due to the Si 2 N 4 waveguide is not taken into account which requires 2D numerical simulation. This may lead to the difference between measurement and calculation shown in Fig. 10(b-c) . Despite this, the analytic model can still give us a good qualitative estimation of the electro-optomechanical response.
Investigation of different actuator shapes
Devices with different actuator shape are fully explored, and its influence on DC optical resonance tuning and high frequency modulation is investigated. The original design with a disk shaped actuator as described in the main text is shown in Fig. 11(a) , which is refered as the Disk device in the following text. Since the stress mainly originates from the corner of the actuator, the microring resonator is positioned at the outer edge of the disk actuator. Under positive DC biasing on the top electrode (while the bottom electrode is always grounded), the AlN film expands and pushes the ring outwards (i.e., ring expanding) [ Fig. 11(e) ]. Intuitively, the other design is to use a donut-shape actuator which squeezes the microring resonator if it is placed at the inner edge of the actuator, as shown in Fig. 11(b) . This is referred as the Donut device in the following. These two designs will show different stress distribution and static resonance tuning as demonstrated later. The cross-sections for the two designs are illustrated in Fig. 11(c-d) . The ring is placed 3
µm within the edge of the Disk actuator, while 5 µm for the Donut actuator. The final fabricated devices are shown in Fig. 11(g-h) for the two designs. False color SEMs zoom-in around actuator corners in Fig. 11(i-j) show the relative position between the optical microring resonator (blue) and the AlN actuator (green).
The static mechanical simulation is conducted using the finite element method (COMSOL)
as shown in Fig. 11 (e-f), in which +60 V DC biasing is applied on the top Al layer while the bottom Mo layer is grounded. In this case, a negative electric field E z forms (points downwards) across the AlN thin film, and the AlN film will be squeezed in the z-direction and expand horizontally (positive Poisson ratio). Fig. 11 (e) illustrates the horizontal stress distribution and mechanical displacement around the optical waveguide at the upper right corner of Fig. 11(c) . As AlN expands, starting from the corner, the stress splits into two parts: extensional stress under the actuator and compressing stress at outside, and the mechanical displacement orients mainly horizontally and points outside the actuator. Similar results can be drawn for Donut device as in Fig. 11(f) . Depending on the position of the waveguide, it experiences extensional, compressing, or the interplay between these two. For the Disk device, the horizontal stress inside the waveguide is a mixture of extension and compression, while for the Donut device, it is mainly extension.
Besides the dominant horizontal stress, stresses in other directions will also affect the modulation on the refractive index. As shown in Fig. 12 in the waveguide as in Fig. 12(c) . On the other hand, at the inner edge of the Donut actuator, the optical ring is squeezed, generating compressing stress [ Fig. 12(d) ]. Since shear stress is found to play a less role compared with normal stress 23 , it is not taken into account in this study. Additionally, when applying negative voltages, the AlN actuator changes from expanding (horizontally) to shrinking, so that all the stresses in the above analysis change sign. In this way, bi-directional tuning can be achieved by reversing the applied voltage's sign, as demonstrated in the following section.
The presence of stress will change the refractive index of optical material, and affect differently for distinct polarization of the electric field of light waves, causing so-called birefringence.
Numerically, they are correlated by stress-optical coefficients by 23 :
where, n 0 is original refractive index of the material, C 1 relates the refractive index and stress that are in the same direction while C 2 relates the two that are orthogonal. These equations are appli- (e-f) Influence of piezoelectric actuation on optical quality factor Q for TE and TM modes of both designs, which verifies that the actuation will not influence the optical Q. for the TM mode and 1.63 pm for the TE mode under +60 V. The different tuning range of two orthogonal polarization modes, TE and TM, demonstrates tunable birefringence in an otherwise isotropic material by controlling stress, which can be utilized for polarization control 43 or tuning the mode spacing and coupling between a pair of TE and TM modes in a ring resonator. The effect of mechanical actuation on optical Q is plotted in Fig. 13 (e-f), which is found to be insignificant.
The TE mode shows much higher Q than the TM mode, since the TM mode extends further in the vertical direction which is prone to the absorption of the bottom metal.
RF frequency modulation of the Donut-shape device The same measurements described in the main text are also done for the Donut device, including S 11 and S 21 responses as shown in 14(g), and the zoom-in around waveguide is in Fig. 14(h 
Electromechanical cross-talk between adjacent actuators
As mentioned in the previous section, the high confinement of the acoustic mode beneath the actuator guarantees low cross-talk between adjacent actuators. To demonstrate this, three actuators are closely placed on the same optical ring resonator, which cover the whole ring in an interval of 120
• , as shown in Fig. 15(a) . The one port reflection parameter S 11 of actuator 1 is first measured as illustrated in Fig. 15(b) . The difference from the S 11 shown in the main text is caused by the thicker Si substrate (500 µm) and thicker SiO 2 cladding (7 µm). These lead to smaller FSR and period of the envelope.
More importantly, the cross-talk is measured by performing a two-port electromechanical S 21 measurement, where we drive actuator 1 and sense the electrical signal out from the adjacent actuator 2. The cross-talk mainly comes from the leaking of acoustic waves from actuator 1 which can be sensed out by actuator 2 via the piezoelectric effect. The leakage of electric field will also be sensed by device 2 and cause cross-talk between electrical signals of device 1 and 2.
As demonstrated in Fig. 15(b) , S 21 as low as -60 dB of cross-talk is achieved, which illustrates the electrical and mechanical isolation between the two adjacent devices. This low cross-talk enables us to fabricate several actuators on the same optical ring, which may realize optical isolation through spatial-temporal modulation 15, 44 , or dispersion engineering of Si 3 N 4 microring resonator
